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Among four main topics in the research and development plan of DEM consortium studied in last three years, we focused

to realize the large simulation of the collective behavior of multiple red blood cells, which is a typical example of the complex

multi-phase systems with internal structures. Following the development of a two-dimensional blood flow model between par-

allel plates up to previous years, we made a great many successes in extending the blood flow model into a three dimensional

model this year. Using our novel three-dimensional model, deformation of each individual blood cell, tank treading behavior

and collective behavior were simulated.
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1. Introduction
Materials, which are mixtures of solid and liquid, can be

seen in many occasions such as ink for printing, fresh con-

crete and so on. Generally, those materials have significantly

complex rheology and their flowing behavior is character-

ized by the percentage of solid fraction. However, the rheol-

ogy becomes much more complex when the solid part forms

an internal micro-structure composed of particles. In this

case, even with the low percentage of solid fraction, the

material shows more or less solid-like behavior. As a result,

mathematical description of those material behaviors

becomes extremely difficult.

Blood is kwon as a suspension in which solid blood cells,

such as red blood cells (RBC), white blood cells (WBC) and

platelets suspended in fluid plasma. Then, blood is also a

good example of complex multi-phase systems with internal

structure. However, the most distinguishable nature of blood

is the fact that each individual RBC is highly deformable.

Not only its deformability, but also the surface of a RBC,

which is covered by thin membrane film, can independently

react to the external force from the fluid inside a RBC.

Consequently, the rheology of blood is one of the highest

complex problems. 

Actually, there is considerable indication that complex

hemodynamics (blood fluid mechanics) play an important

role in the development of artherosclerosis and other kinds

of cardiovascular disease [1, 2], which is one of the most fre-

quent causes of death in the industrialized world [3, 4].

It is therefore that the study of hemodynamics is to

become a well representative for the urgent and practical

part of the research on complex multi-phase system with

internal structures. However, since the problem is highly

complex, it is too difficult to construct a direct model and

analytical solutions. Consequently, numerical simulations,

rely on tracing the motion of many particles, are likely to

remain central to such studies. In this report, we will focus

on elastic red blood cell model and its collective behavior. 

2. Modeling of a three dimensional elastic red blood cell
In order to investigate the dynamical behavior of RBC in

flowing blood, we built up a three dimensional model of 

an elastic RBC based on the minimum energy principle and

carried out computer simulation of the RBC flow in a

straight vessel. 

Initially, RBC is modeled by a number of particles config-

uring RBC membrane. The number of particle depends on

the number of RBC needed in the flow simulation. Particles

are bonded together to form a triangular mesh by springs in

three dimensional space. Each spring resists to either tension

or compression. At the link of the springs, rotational resist-
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ance is considered. With these sets, the model can express

the mechanical behavior of membrane. Elastic energy of the

membrane is considered for changes in the length of the ele-

ment and the angle between the neighboring elements. In

addition, area constraint for each triangle is introduced to

express internal pressure within RBC. The details can be

seen in the work of Wada and Kobayashi [5]. 

In Figure 1, a series of snapshots of biconcave self-defor-

mation from original spherical shape based on minimum

energy principal is shown. The final configuration in Figure

1 is identical indeed to the real RBC observed in vitro. 

With this highly deformable RBC model, we performed a

simulation of a single RBC pushed into a thin blood vessel

with assumed fluid pressure difference at the entrance 

and the exit (Figure 2). As is shown in the left top of Figure 2,

the diameter of RBC is larger than that of blood vessel. Here,

the red object is the side view of a biconcave RBC. As you

can see in the following snapshots in Figure 2, the RBC

adjusts itself by bending the body due to the small diameter of

the blood vessel. In reality, a RBC which size is much lager

Fig. 2  A RBC in a thin blood vessel.

Fig. 1  Self-deformation of a single RBC.
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than the diameter of blood vessel can flow in the thin vessel

freely. In this sense, modeling of this deformability is very

important to understand the true mechanism of blood flow.

3. Collective Behavior of Multiple RBCs.
In contrast to the example simulation shown in the previ-

ous section, collective behavior under the influence of

mechanical interaction between RBCs in the much larger

vessels than RBC size is increasingly important to determine

rheological properties of blood as a mass. In this section,

some examples of our new three dimensional simulation

method for multiple RBCs is proposed toward understanding

of rheological properties of blood from a viewpoint of multi-

scale mechanics.

Assuming macroscopic flow field is not affected by each

RBC motion, macroscopic flow field was prescribed by the-

oretical/numerical analysis. The difference in the velocities

between the RBC and the prescribed flow field determined

momentum and viscous forces acting on RBC. In addition,

reaction force is introduced in the case of contact of RBCs.

In the following, the Poiseuille flow was assumed as the pre-

scribed flow field.

In Figure 3, a snapshot of a small scale testing simulation

result is shown. Depending on the deformability of each

RBC and the shear force contrast, which is determined by

the elastic properties and flow filed, the RBCs concentrate in

the center of the vessel and tank treading behavior is

observed in the simulation.

After verifying the model by the small scale simulations,

we extended the model for large scale simulations (128 nodes

on ES). Figure 4 and Figure 5 are the typical snapshots of the

results. We will make detailed analyses for the result soon.

Fig. 5  Large scale three dimensional RBC flow simulation - High RBC fraction.

Fig. 4  Large scale three dimensional RBC flow simulation - Low RBC fraction.

Fig. 3  Small scale three dimensional RBC flow simulation.
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4. Conclusion
Implementation for the three dimensional realistic multi-

ple RBC flow model on the Earth Simulator and the prelimi-

nary simulation results were all done. Toward the year 2006

and 2007, we will further continue to develop more and

more realistic models, such as branching and deformable

blood vessels. 
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